Diet and Nutrition in Institutions of Care: History and Policy
Friday, 21 April 2017, Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Warwick

9.30-10.00 - Arrival and Coffee

10.00-10.30 – Introductions - Dr Margaret Charleroy and Dr Jenny Crane (Prisoners and Medical Care and Cultural History of the NHS Projects, University of Warwick)

10.30-12.00 – Panel 1: Control and Choice

‘Eating and Starving to Death in Medical Care: Ethics, Food and Emotions, c.1970s-90’
Dr Ian Miller, Centre for the History of Medicine in Ireland, University of Ulster

‘Food Matters Inside & Out: A Project Run by Food Matters at Wandsworth Reform Prison’
Helen Sandwell and Victoria Williams, Food Matters, HMP Wandsworth

‘Enjoying your prison meal: Prisoners’ experience with self-perception in the framework of a self-catering project.’
An-Sofie Vanhouche, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Chair: Professor Rebecca Earle (University of Warwick)

12.00-1.00 - Lunch

1.00 – 2.30 – Panel 2: Moral Economy and Entitlement

‘Hospital food can STILL only be improved by legislation’
Katharine Jenner, Campaign for Better Hospital Food

‘Age matters: The influence of age perceptions on 20th century institutional meals’
Dr Tenna Jensen, The Saxo Institute, Københavns Universitet

‘The role of the hospital caterer’
Philip Shelley, Hospital Caterers Association

Chair: Professor Hilary Marland (Prisoners and Medical Care Project, University of Warwick)

2.30-3.00 – Coffee break

3.00-4.30 –Panel 3: Institutions and Community

‘Making choices, constructing communities: towards a history of hospital food’
Professor Jonathan Reinarz, Institute of Applied Health Research, Director History of Medicine Unit, University of Birmingham

“‘Beyond Foodbanks”: Looking at the implications for moving away from the foodbank model’
Hugh McNeill, Project Manager at Trussell Trust/Coventry Food Bank

‘Breathe Well ... Take Control - a bottom up, participant designed, assets based approach to supporting those with COPD and their Carers’
Jennifer Jones-Rigby, Health Exchange

Chair: Dr Jane Hand (Cultural History of the NHS, University of Warwick)

4.30-5.30- Roundtable
Discussant: Professor Mathew Thomson (Cultural History of the NHS, University of Warwick)
Chair: Lucy Vincent (Feed Prisoners Better)

An event organised in collaboration between the Cultural History of the NHS project (peopleshistorynhs.org) and the History of Prisoner Health project (histprisonhealth.com/), both at the University of Warwick.

Follow us @NHSHistory_ and @HistPrisnHealth, and tweet using #WarwickFoodConf. #NHSfood, #prisonfood.